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We give a direct count of the number of permutations of n objects for which 
(a) all the cycles have lengths divisible by a fixed integer d, and (b) none of the 
cycles has length divisible by d. 
In this paper we shall count the number of permutations of n objects for 
which 
(a) all the cycles have lengths divisible by a fixed integer d, and 
(b) none of the cycles has length divisible by d. 
Both of these counts, and many more, can be obtained using generating 
functions. (See Bender [l] and Blum [2]. At the end of the paper we sketch 
some of these arguments.) For both of these problems the generating 
function gives a simple answer in the form of a product, which suggested 
that perhaps these two problems could be solved by a direct count which we 
set out to find. 
In our counts we make use of an explicit correspondence between 
permutations of n objects and sequences of integers 
which satisfy 1 < vi < i for i = 1, 2,..., n. Once this coding of permutations is 
established the answer to (a) is immediate, but the answer to (b) requires an 
elaborate further coding. We describe this coding by means of flow charts 
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because these offer greater precision of expression than any English we suc- 
ceeded in devising. 
We are indebted to an unpublished paper of Haider and a remark of 
Kleitman’s for the stimulus to pursue these questions. 
1. CODING PERMUTATIONS 
An arrangement of the set A, where j A I= n, is an n-long sequence in 
which each element of A appears exactly once. A permutation of A is a bijec- 
tive map from A to A. 
It is well known that any permutation of A can be written as a product of 
disjoint cycles. This representation is not strictly unique because of am- 
biguities of order (e.g., (ab)(cd) and (de)(&) represent the same permuta- 
tion). However, if a linear order relation is imposed on A, then we can pick 
out a canonical way to write a permutation of A as a product of cycles by 
observing the following rules : 
(a) Even trivial cycles of length one are written. 
(b) Each cycle is written so that its least member occurs at the end. 
(c) The cycles are written so that their least members increase. 
Hence, if A = {CZ, b, c, d, e, J g] with alphabetical order, the permutation 
(a c e) (g df) has the canonical form (c e a) (b) (fg d). 
Now in this canonical form the parentheses marking the cycle boundaries 
can be dispensed with; there is no loss of information if we write the above 
permutation simply as the arrangement c e a b f g d, because a cycle closes 
whenever we come to an element which precedes in the ordering of A all the 
elements that follow it in the arrangement. We obtain in this way a one-to- 
one correspondence between the arrangements of A and the permutations of 
A. 
In the special case in which A = {I, 2,..., nl ordered as usual, the technical 
definition of an n-long sequence as a function with domain (1,2,.,., M] makes 
an arrangement of A a permutation of A from the beginning. However, this 
identification of arrangements and permutations differs from the one above. 
For example, the arrangement 4 3 1 2 7 5 6 is directly interpreted as the 
permutation (1 4 2 3) (5 7 6), but as (4 3 1) (2) (7 5) (6) according to the 
previous paragraph. The two different identifications give us a curious map 
of the symmetric group into itself, which we shall not examine further here. 
Let V be the set of all n-long sequences 
v  = (VI )..., VJ 
of integers satisfying 1 < vi < i for i = l,..., n. In generating an arrangement 
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of A we have successively n, n - l,..., 1 choices of what element to writr 
next. This suggests coding arrangements, and hence permutations, of A ac 
members of V, where we interpret (v, ,..., vn) as meaning that when we have , 
alternatives we choose the v&h in the ordering of A. Hence in generating a 
permutation from the sequence v, we work through v backwards from v, to 
vl . Thus the permutation (c e a) (b) (fg d), alias the arrangement c e a b f g 
d, is coded as the sequence v = (1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 4, 3), because c is the third ele- 
ment of {a, b, c, d, e, J g}, e is the fourth element of {a, b, d, e,J; g}, a is the 
first element of {a, b, d, J; g}, etc. 
For our purposes the most important aspect of this coding is that a cycle 
closes in a permutation when the corresponding code sequence contains a 1. 
Precisely, a cycle closes after the (n + 1 - i)th element of an arrangement if 
and only if in the corresponding sequence v, vi = 1. If we augment each v- 
sequence by defining v,+ , = 1, then we can say that the lengths of the cycles 
in the corresponding permutation are the intervals between successive l’s in 
the augmented v. 
Let d be a positive integer, Define f?,(x) for integers x by 19,(x) = 1 if d 
divides X, 19,(x) = 0 if d does not divide x. 
A permutation will have all of its cycle lengths divisible by d if and only if 
I’s appear in the corresponding sequence v only in positions congruent to 1 
(mod d>. In other words, v E V will generate such a permutation if and only 
if d divides IZ and vi > 2 whenever i & 1 (mod d). It is clear that there are 
n(i - 1 + 8,(i - 1)) such sequences. Thus we have solved problem (a). 
Making the convenient substitution j = n + 1 - i, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For any positive integers d and n, the number of permuta- 
tions of n objects in which all cycle lengths are divisible by d is 
n 
III (n -j + ~&)). 
j=l 
(Note that the requirement that d divide n is now subsumed, because 
otherwise the last factor of the above product is zero.) 
We now turn our attention to the more complicated question. 
THEOREM 2. For any positive integers d and n, the number of permuta- 
tions of n objects in which none of the cycle lengths is divisible by d is 
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Proof: Let d and n be fixed. We shall call a permutation satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem special. Let 
W= {WE V: 1 <wj,<j--6,ci> forj= l,...,iz). 
The theorem clearly follows if we exhibit a bijection between W and the set 
of special permutations. This we shall do by constructing an injection ~JJ from 
W to V such that (p(w) = P, the set of elements of V that generate special 
permutations by the process previously described. 
The map p is given algorithmically by a flow chart, Fig. I. Although the 
algorithm deals with permutations in their coded form, to understand the 
process it is better to think of constructing a permutation directly from a 
sequence w  E W by a modification of the scheme for constructing a 
permutation from a sequence in V. As before, we work backwards through 
w  = (w, ,..., Iv,). 
Call a component wk of w  critical if d d.ivides k, Noncritical components 
of w  are treated essentially as in the previous coding except that some are 
modified and displaced in the sequence. Critical components are treated 
differently: they are used to influence the lengths of cycles directly, 
Fig. 1. Algorithm for evaluating cp. Start with a sequence w in Wand the algorithm con 
structs u = p(w). 
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A critical component wk satisfies 1 < wk < k - 1. We distinguish two 
cases : If wk > k - d, then .l < k - wk ,< d - 1, and we arrange that the cycle 
under construction terminates when its length is next congruent to k - wk 
(mod d). If wk < k - d, we arrange that the cycle under construction con- 
tinues for at least d more steps so that it is influenced by the next (working 
backwards) critical component wkwd of w; the remaining information in wk 
(i.e., its actual value) is used to make a choice of alternatives d - 1 steps 
later. It follows that all cycles constructed involving critical components 
have lengths not divisible by d. All other cycles are too short to have length 
divisible by d. Therefore the construction always yields a special permuta- 
tion. 
To demonstrate that q~ is a bijection from W to P, we give also an 
algorithm for its inverse, Fig. 2. The flow charts have been arranged to 
facilitate checking that the algorithms are inverses of one another. 1 
It is worth noting that the first algorithm will work if the input vector is 
chosen from I’-- W. The output, however, will be a vector corresponding to 
Let 
New k.k-1 
Let Wk’ * 
k-resd(x+l-i) 1 
Let 
New i:i-1 
Fig. 2. Algorithm for inverting q~. Start with a sequence v  in P and obtain w=q-‘(u). 
In the starred box “res,,(x + 1 -i)” denotes the least non-negative residue of x f  1 -i 
(mod d). In this case it cannot be zero since x + l.- i is the length of a cycle in the permuta- 
tion corresponding to v  which is, by hypothesis, special. 
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a permutation having one or more cycles of length divisible by d. In fact, the 
number of such cycles will be the number of indices k divisible by d for 
which vk = k. Moreover, the second algorithm still serves to invert the first. 
Hence we can easily count the number of permutations which have exactly P 
cycles of length divisible by d. It is simply the number of vectors in I/ for 
which the equation vk = k is satisfied exactly r times with k divisible by d. 
This is easily found with the aid of a generating function. 
COROLLARY. For any positive integers d and n, the proportion of 
permutations of n objects in which exactly r of the cycle lengths are divisible 
by d is the coefficient oft’ in 
2. SOME GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
For S a subset of Z, let a,(S) be the number of permutations in Sym(n) 
all of whose cycle lengths are in S. Then the exponential generating function 
of {a,(S))is given by 
(See Touchard [S] or Bender [ 1,6. I],) When S is the arithmetic progression 
{k, k + d, k + 2d,...} where 1 < k < d, we can write the generating function in 
closed form : 
h(Z) = F&Z) = (1 - Z> - l’dGk,&), (1) 
where 
d-l 
Gk,d(~) = fl (1 - c$z)-‘-“ld. (21 
j=l 
Here r is a primitive dth root of unity and the exponentials are interpreted 
via the principal branch of the logarithm over the unit disk. 
When k = d, (1) simplifies to 
Fd,d(Z) = (1 - zd)- lid. 1% 
Expanding the right member of (3) using the binomial theorem, we obtain 
Theorem 1. 
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To deduce Theorem 2 divide 
f&)=-L;= l +z:_.;tdzd-l 
by (3) to find that when S = {j :j ~6 0 (mod d)} 
fs(z) = (1 - zd)(‘-d’d(l + z +. .+ zd-1). 
It follows that 
which is equivalent to Theorem 2. 
To obtain asymptotic estimates we can apply Theorem 4 of [l ] to Eq. (2). 
For simplicity assume k is relatively prime to d. Then in the terminology of 
[l] the largest weight is I/d, occurring only at the singular point 1, so 
$- a,& 4 
n(l-d)ld 
- ~ G/v&) W/d) 
as IZ --f co. For example, the proportion of permutations in Sym(n) all of 
whose cycles have lengths = 1 (mod 3) is asymptotic to 
3’/6e(“‘S)~rt-2f3/r(~) = 0.60652 n-2/3* 
A related asymptotic result has been found by Mineev and Pavlov [4]. 
From the corollary to Theorem 2 it follows that, if we let n and d 
approach infinity so that (log n)/d + a, then for large n the distribution of 
the number of cycles having length divisible by d in a random permutation 
chosen from Sym(n) is asymptotically Poisson with expectation a. 
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